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Abstract. Machine learning methods are increasingly used
in various fields of medicine, contributing to early diagnosis and better quality of care. These outputs are particularly desirable in case of neuropsychiatric disorders, such
as schizophrenia, due to the inherent potential for creating
a new gold standard in the diagnosis and differentiation of
particular disorders. This paper presents a scheme for
automated classification from magnetic resonance images
based on multiresolution representation in the wavelet
domain. Implementation of the proposed algorithm, utilizing support vector machines classifier, is introduced and
tested on a dataset containing 104 patients with first episode schizophrenia and healthy volunteers. Optimal parameters of different phases of the algorithm are sought
and the quality of classification is estimated by robust
cross validation techniques. Values of accuracy, sensitivity
and specificity over 71% are achieved.
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1. Introduction
Schizophrenia is a disabling psychiatric disorder affecting many people worldwide. It manifests in a variety of
symptoms ranging from misinterpretation of reality and
delusions to disorganization of thinking and behavior. It is
associated with progressive altered brain functions during
the course of the illness [1]. Findings in different areas of
the brain were published in numerous reviews and metaanalyses [2–5]. However, many of these findings are inconsistent or even contradictory, which could indicate the
heterogeneity of this severe disorder [6].
During the last two decades, methods for quantitative
evaluation of the morphological changes in the human
brain have been rapidly developed thanks to the invention
of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which provides

a good contrast among tissues as well as the necessary spatial resolution. The historically first quantitative approach
to in-vivo brain morphology is called MRI volumetry. The
region of interest (ROI) is manually marked in the MRI
images in voxel-by-voxel manner and its total volume is
computed by multiplying the number of voxels by a voxel
volume. The most commonly used morphometric method
so far has been the voxel-based morphometry (VBM) [7].
It seeks statistical difference in a volume of brain tissues at
the level of individual voxels. The method employs spatial
normalization based on image registration, segmentation to
binary tissue images (white matter, gray matter, cerebrospinal fluid) and Gaussian smoothing. These pre-processing steps are then followed by univariate statistical analysis
aimed at identifying the voxels differing in the amount of
a selected tissue between groups of patients and normal
healthy controls. Different approach to brain morphometry
is represented by the method called deformation-based
morphometry (DBM) [8]. It evaluates changes in the position, shape and volume of the brain areas using deformation fields obtained during nonlinear registration to a common template. The vector values in the deformation field
describe the translations of each voxel of the image. These
values can be either evaluated directly by means of multivariate statistics [9] or used to compute a scalar value expressing the local change in each voxel (e.g. Jacobian determinants representing local volume changes [10]). In this
case, similarly to the VBM approach, univariate analysis is
applied to the scalar field. Tensor-based morphometry
(TBM) [9] is a method also based on the information derived during initial registration. Complete information
about local deformations is contained in a tensor field and
multivariate statistics are applied to the tensor manifold
instead of the derived indices [11]. A relatively new approach, source-based morphometry (SBM) [12], utilizes
independent component analysis (ICA) [13] to identify
maximally independent sources responsible for the variability of the images. After the same pre-processing steps
as in VBM, several "source patterns" are extracted and
statistical tests are applied on all components. Besides the
most frequent methods described above, other approaches
to brain morphometry exist, e.g., surface-based morpho-
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metry [14] utilizing spherical representation of the gray
matter surface, and pattern-based morphometry [15], that is
based on sparse image representation.
The methods of automated brain morphometry are
often used for extracting interesting areas and features that
are subsequently used for classification and computeraided diagnostics of neuro-psychiatric disorders. The most
common classifier used for recognition of schizophrenia
patients based on their MRI data is support vector machines (SVM) [16]. The values of accuracy achieved by
using this classifier vary between 66% and 90% in recent
studies [17–22]. It is worth to note that a substantially
lower accuracy of only 70% was reported on a significantly
greater dataset (277 subjects) [23]. SVM was also used
recently for classification of patients with first episode of
schizophrenia (FES) with accuracy reported from 54% to
73% [24], [25]. Other popular methods for classification
are based on various discriminant analyses, such as the
Fisher linear discriminant analysis [26] or the maximumuncertainty linear discriminant analysis [27]. The accuracy
achieved using these methods ranges between 80% to 98%
for chronic schizophrenia patients [28–30] and from 61%
to 81% for FES only patients [27], [31], [32]. Other studies
use also artificial neural networks (accuracy 70% to 76%)
[33], [34], logistic regression (accuracy 86%) [35], k-nearest neighbor (accuracy 80%) [36] or the projection pursuit
algorithm (accuracy 80% to 90%) [37], [38].
The aim of the presented study is to investigate the
possibility of using multiresolution representation of medical images in the wavelet domain for automated recognition of neuro-psychiatric disorders, particularly schizophrenia. Detailed analysis of the topic is provided in the
thesis [39], which introduced the preliminary version of
this paper.

2. Methods
The proposed algorithm for recognizing schizophrenia patients from healthy subjects based on their structural
MRI brain images consists of three main steps. Firstly, the
images are transformed into a domain providing sparse
representation. Secondly, the best discriminating features
in the new domain are selected. And lastly, a supervised
classifier is applied to the selected features. In this study,
we implemented several variants for each step of the proposed classification scheme and then performed systematic
experiments, in order to find a setting showing the best
classification results.

2.1 Study Design and Subjects
Fifty-two patients (mean age 24, SD 5.1 years) admitted to the all-male unit of the Department of Psychiatry,
Masaryk University in Brno, for first episode of schizophrenia were recruited. Their symptoms fulfilled the criteria for schizophrenia for the first time when admitted to the
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department, including the time criterion – duration of
symptoms longer than 1 month. Diagnosis was established
during clinical interviews held in compliance with the
International Statistical Classification of Disease and Related Health Problems (ICD-10) research criteria. Exclusion criteria pertained to substance dependence detected by
clinical evaluation and urine toxicology tests, neurological
or systemic disease with known relationship to brain
alteration detected by clinical evaluation, physical and neurological examinations, serum and urine chemistry and
blood count, serological examination for neurotropic
agents, clinical evaluation of MRI scans, and contraindications for MRI. Fifty-two healthy subjects (matched for age
– mean age 24, SD 3.7 years – gender and handedness)
were recruited from the community, the local staff, and
medical students. The exclusion criteria (as assessed during
clinical interviews performed by a trained psychiatrist)
were substance dependence, family history of axis I psychiatric conditions, personal history of axis I psychiatric
condition, neurological or somatic conditions affecting the
structure or function of the brain, and the contraindications
for MRI examination. The study was approved by the local
ethics committee and all subjects signed the informed
consent.
The dataset contained 104 T1-weighted images of the
entire head obtained with the 1.5 T MR device (sagittal
tomographic plane thickness was 1.17 mm, the in-plane
resolution was 0.48 mm x 0.48 mm, 3-D field of view
contained 160 x 512 x 512 voxels). Gray matter (GM)
tissue segments were obtained from all images after correction for bias-field inhomogeneity, spatial normalization
and segmentation [40] with the use of VBM8 toolbox
(http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm/) implemented in SPM8
framework (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Spatial
normalization steps involved affine registration to standard
SPM T1 template followed by fast diffeomorphic registration algorithm DARTEL [41]. GM tissue segments were
modulated with the determinant of Jacobian matrices of the
deformations to account for registration related changes in
local volumes. The modulated GM segment images were
finally smoothed with 8 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel to
enable intersubject comparisons and to render data distribution more normal.

2.2 Sparsity and Wavelet Transform
Generally, we call a signal sparse if most of its samples are equal to zero. Natural signals such as images are
usually not sparse in the space domain. However, they can
be often transformed into a suitable representation, in
which they are sparse or at least weakly sparse in the sense
that most of the coefficients in the new domain are almost
zero [42]. For natural images, one of the transforms producing such behavior is based on wavelets.
Wavelet transform decomposes a signal into
a weighted sum of wavelets - functions of certain form
[43]. This new representation captures not only the time
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course of the signal, but also its properties in the frequency
domain. A small fraction of the representation coefficients
with the highest magnitudes retains the major part of
information contained in the signal. Moreover, it is usually
the substantial part of the information, because noise tends
to be contained mainly in the small coefficients [43]. For
practical applications on discrete signals, the discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) was developed. It originated in
the Mallat's multiresolution decomposition scheme [44]
and led to a huge number of applications in various fields.
The signal is iteratively decomposed into detail and approximation coefficients by combination of two operations:
1) convolution with special finite response filters and
2) subsampling. The approximation coefficients are then
taken as input for a new level of decomposition. The output
of this procedure is several sequences of coefficients
describing details of the signal at different levels and one
sequence of coefficients composing its rough approximation. DWT can be easily generalized into more dimensions.
For 2-D images, one dimensional DWT is applied on the
rows, columns and diagonals leading to three sets of detail
coefficients for each level. Similarly, seven sets of detail
coefficients are generated for 3-D images.
The number of wavelet coefficients approximately
corresponds to the number of voxels in the transformed
image, which was around 2 million in our case. In order to
reduce the noise contained in the data and to lower its
dimensionality, the coefficients from all levels of DWT
decomposition were sorted according to their maximum
magnitude among all subjects and those below a certain
threshold were removed. The optimal value of this threshold was one of the parameters which had to be determined
experimentally, since it represents the trade-off between
lower dimensionality and better noise reduction on the one
hand and lesser losses of potentially useful information on
the other hand. This operation led to a reduction in the
number of coefficients by the factor of 5-100, depending
on the selected threshold. The remaining coefficients continued to the next steps as features describing the subjects.
Systematic optimization of the wavelet family and the
level of decomposition used for DWT could not be performed due to high computational demands of the experimental procedure. Based on the results of our preliminary
experiments, sym5 wavelet from the Symlet family and
four levels of decomposition were chosen in our computations. This wavelet family was shown to provide good
results in natural image compression [45].

2.3 Feature Selection
After the feature extraction using DWT, a limited
number of features with the best discriminative power are
selected. Further reduction of the feature space dimensionality helps to match better the number of subjects in the
dataset as well as to avoid the features carrying only low
information about the differences between the studied
groups. We examined several criteria for determining the

discriminative power of individual features while testing
the effect of the number of the best features selected for
subsequent classification. The studied criteria taken from
the literature were:
Fisher's discriminant ratio [26]:
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For each feature, µ1 and µ2 represent the mean values of
this feature in the first and second group and σ1 and σ2
represent the variances of the feature values in each group.
Apart from the criteria (1)-(3), we proposed and tested
three others. Two of them were modifications of FDR
designed for better robustness in case of non-normally
distributed data:
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where med1 and med2 are medians and σ1* and σ2* are
estimates of standard deviations by interquartile range
σ* = Q84 - Q16. The last criterion designed is:

variances 
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where ∑2 stands for the variance of the tested feature
among all subjects. High values of variances are expected
for the features, which show a high variance in the whole
dataset and are homogenous inside the studied groups at
the same time.

2.4 Classification
Features extracted and selected in the previous steps
were used for training a classifier – the SVM classifier was
selected based on the results of our preliminary experiments. Three implementations of the SVM classifier from
the PRTools (http://prtools.org) toolbox for MATLAB
were tested. They differed in the kernel functions (linear:
SVC, NUSVC and radial basis functions: RBSVC were
used) and in the regularization method.
The entire procedure of predicting a class for a new
subject works as follows: MRI image is pre-processed as
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Fig. 1. The scheme of the proposed classification algorithm with correct (solid lines) and incorrect (dotted lines) cross validation. MRI images
are pre-processed and the gray matter is segmented. The resulting images are transformed into DWT coefficients. Only the coefficients
with magnitude greater than a chosen threshold are extracted as potential features. In case of correct cross validation, the dataset is divided into testing and training subsets and further steps are performed repeatedly with the subjects in the training subset only. A limited
number of the most discriminant features is selected and used for training a classifier. The performance of the classification is tested on
subjects in the testing subset. Incorrectness of the dotted variant lies in the reversed order of dataset splitting and feature selection, as
the feature selection step relies on the information about subjects in the testing subset.

described above, the pre-processed image is transformed
into the wavelet domain and the coefficients with magnitude under a threshold, computed over the whole data set,
are removed. Then the most discriminative coefficients are
selected as features for the classification. The discrimination criteria computations and training of the classifier are
performed only over the training subjects. The class for the
unknown subject is finally predicted using its values of the
selected features.

3. Experiments and Results
We performed several series of experiments in order
to find the best parameters for each step of the classification algorithm. The parameters were:
 usage of approximation coefficients (YES, NO),
 the threshold for removing small magnitude coefficients (0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1),
 the criterion for evaluating the discriminative power
of the features,
 an algorithm for choosing the number of selected features (nested cross validation – fold sizes of 3, 17 and
51; bootstrap selection – testing subset sizes 2, 6, 10
and 34; voting of independent classifiers trained progressively on the first 1, 2, …, k features – k = 20,
100, 1000), and
 the SVM classifier implementation.

The quality of classification for each parameter setting was
evaluated using stratified 52-fold cross validation on the
whole dataset. All runs were repeated one hundred times to
improve robustness of the estimates. As testing all 1800
possible combinations of the setting parameters would not
be computationally feasible, we chose a default setting and
tested the effects of the parameters one at a time. The default setting was: using approximation coefficients, removing coefficients < 0.01, FDR criterion, voting of classifiers with 1-1000 best features and implementation of
SVC. The results of the experiments are summarized in
Tab. 1.

4. Discussion
The results in Tab. 1 show that almost all parameters
in the proposed algorithm had a significant impact on the
quality of classification. In the first step, the best results
were achieved with using only the detail coefficients
greater than 0.01. Lower thresholds left too much noise in
the data while higher ones probably removed information
necessary for discriminating the studied groups. In the
second step, the criteria FDR, Bhattacharyya and variances
performed similarly well and significantly better than the
three remaining criteria. Quite surprisingly, voting methods
were superior to the methods based on selection via nested
validation cycle. The reason may be the high heterogeneity
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of schizophrenia manifestations in the images [6], in combination with the relatively small dataset. This might have
caused for the optimal number of features selected on
a smaller group in a nested cycle not to be generalized for
all subjects in the testing set. Ensemble methods, on the
other hand, are better in such situations [48]. This is probably also the reason for the rather inferior results of RBSVC
classifier implementation because the radial basis kernel
functions were optimized with 5-fold cross validation.
Parameter
approx coeffs.

removing coeffs.

discrimination crit.

number of features

Classifier

Value
YES
NO
0
0.001
0.01
0.1
1
FDR
Bhattacharyya
Divergence
medFDR
quantileFDR
Variances
51-fold
17-fold
3-fold
bootstrap-2
bootstrap-6
bootstrap-10
bootstrap-34
voting 1-20
voting 1-100
voting 1-1000
SVC
NUSVC
RBSVC

Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy
[%]
[%]
[%]
71.06
74.75
72.90
71.63
72.71
71.87
64.21
67.81
66.01
64.69
69.90
67.30
71.06
74.75
72.90
59.35
66.71
63.03
59.46
64.85
62.15
71.06
74.75
72.90
71.31
74.79
73.05
65.23
72.08
68.65
57.83
58.31
58.07
53.77
58.19
55.98
71.73
74.67
73.20
56.15
52.50
54.33
52.98
54.13
53.56
53.04
56.94
54.99
58.00
48.23
53.12
54.73
52.08
53.40
52.85
54.08
53.46
51.50
56.38
53.84
57.52
66.33
61.92
60.23
64.27
62.25
71.06
74.75
72.90
71.06
74.75
72.90
62.90
73.98
68.44
64.23
75.00
69.62

Tab. 1. Effects of different settings on the accuracy, sensitivity
and specificity of the proposed classification algorithm. Best values for each parameter are highlighted
in bold. Each value was estimated by averaging the results of 100 independent runs of stratified 52-fold
cross validation on the whole dataset. The implementations of SVC and NUSVC both train the SVM classifier with linear kernel and differ only in the regularization method. The function RBSVC searches optimal
kernel in the form of radial basis functions by nested
cross validation.

The overall best quality of classification was achieved
for default configuration of all parameters, except for the
discriminating criterion for which the criterion variances
showed the best results – accuracy 73.20% (SD 2.07),
sensitivity 71.73% (SD 3.00) and specificity 74.67% (SD
2.58). When comparing these results with other studies,
only those working with patients with FES should be taken
into account. Chronic schizophrenia patients are expected
to have considerable morphological changes caused by
long-term progression of the disease and medication [49],
[50]. Another factor that can cause overestimation of the
classification quality is an incorrectly performed cross
validation [38]. Information about correct classification of
the subjects in the testing set must not be used in any step
of the learning process. If the most discriminative features

were computed on the whole data set (see the dotted path
in Fig. 1), the results would be biased towards the correct
classification. Due to the way in which the proposed classifier works, separation into training and testing sets had to
be done just prior to selecting the most discriminative features. This way of cross validation corresponds to real
application of the algorithm for prediction. The stratified
52-fold cross validation was chosen over the more frequent
leave-one-out approach, in order to avoid possible bias
caused by uneven proportions of subjects from different
classes in the training and testing subsets [51].
The computations that led to the optimal setting parameters of the classification algorithm took several days
due to thousands of repetitions of the whole classification
procedure (100 repetitions  52 validation runs  best
feature selection  classifier optimization). For this reason,
it was not feasible to test the other two key parameters of
DWT – the wavelet mother function and the level of decomposition. The fourth level of decomposition was preset
based on our preliminary results and the wavelet sym5 was
selected based on the results in the study [45] as well as
from the previous studies of the same authors, who reported a good performance of the wavelets from Symlet
family in coding of natural images. Inclusion of these two
parameters into properly cross-validated experiments focused on pattern recognition provides space for further
potential improvement in the classification quality [52].
The achieved results are comparable with the recent
studies aimed at automated classification of patients with
FES (accuracy 54% to 81%) [24], [25], [27], [31], [32].

5. Conclusion
We have proposed a scheme for automated discrimination between MRI images of patients with first episode
of schizophrenia and healthy controls using the multiresolution representation in the wavelet domain. For the best
found settings of our classification algorithm we achieved
73.20% accuracy, 71.73% sensitivity and 74.67% specificity robustly estimated using 100 repeats of 52-fold stratified cross validation. These values are comparable to stateof-the-art MRI-based methods for automated classification
of schizophrenia. Robust estimates of sensitivity and specificity in combination with correctly performed cross validation and relatively large dataset show that wavelet transform provides a useful tool for extracting important information from medical images. On the other hand, accuracy
values around 70% are not sufficient enough for applying
in automated diagnosis of schizophrenia based on MRI
data in clinical practice.
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